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How our team of Employment Law 
specialists are supporting Choice Care to 
make quick, commercially-minded and 
confident people decisions.

Company profile
Choice Care provides specialist care 
and support for adults with learning 
disabilities, autism, chronic mental 
health conditions, and associated 
complex needs.

Having grown from half a dozen 
homes 25 years ago to 70 registered 
services across supported living and 
residential care, the company now 
supports around 500 people and 
employs almost 2,000 employees in 
the South, South West and  
West Midlands.

Choice has an outstanding reputation, 
with CQC ratings amongst the highest 
of any comparable organisation in  
the UK.

The challenges
With a large team and the need to 
protect vulnerable people and uphold
high standards of care, Choice’s most 
common employment challenges 
include probation matters, sickness 
absence, performance management, 
disciplinaries and grievances.

Company name:
Choice Care

Life before WorkNest
Choice originally became an 
WorkNest client in 2015 and made the 
primarily cost-based decision to move 
to another national provider in 2018. 
Unfortunately, it became clear after 
the first three months that the provider 
operated a much more restrictive 
advice regime which was not only 
preventing Choice from taking action 
where necessary but imposing a 
significant administrative burden on an 
already overstretched frontline.

Standard employment processes 
such as probation dismissals became 
laborious and decisions were often 
overly-cautious due to the provider’s 
self-insurance model, increasing the  
possibility of Choice having to keep 
on employees who were unsuitable.

Not wanting to risk another bad 
experience, and with endorsement 
from internal staff who had already 
developed a good working 
relationship with and confidence in 
WorkNest, Choice made the decision 
to return to WorkNest less than a year 
later. Having initially rejoined on a one-
year agreement, the relationship has 
since gone from strength to strength 
and the company are now supported 
by WorkNest on a new three-year 
contract.
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Value for money

02

Speed and 
turnaround of 
response

For those who operate within the 
chronically underfunded Care sector, 
cost is naturally a significant factor 
when weighing up external providers. 
However, as Choice soon discovered, 
when it comes to Employment Law 
support, it is important to strike a 
balance between cost and the actual 
value of the service.

Despite being more expensive, 
WorkNest’s fully insured service allows 
Choice to make quick commercial 
decisions whilst at the same time 
being supported by a quality 
insurance product. This additional 
investment is therefore more than paid 
for by savings in many other areas, 
such as management time and the 
unquantifiable but significant benefit 
of quick, pragmatic resolutions to 
challenging employee situations.

Whereas in the past Choice found 
that it was regularly having to battle 
with problematic advice decisions and 
go through more onerous processes, 
since re-joining WorkNest, company 
directors have not needed to have 
a single conversation regarding a 
differing opinion on an WorkNest-
related piece of advice and are able to 
deal with matters in a way that they are 
more comfortable with.

In a demanding Care environment, 
it is essential to get the answers and 
support you need quickly.

With a named, legally-qualified 
Employment Law specialist just a 
phone call away and rapid response 
times, Choice now has the confidence 
that it can react to situations swiftly, 
without having to put other matters on 
hold whilst waiting for the right advice 
to come through or jump through 
hoops to have their preferred course of 
action approved.

COO Jonathan Green said: 
“Sometimes you don’t know what 
you don’t know. There’s no doubt 
we’re getting what we’re paying for 
with WorkNest (formerly known as 
Ellis Whittam), which is a high-quality, 
flexible, robust and responsive service.

It’s easy when you’re just comparing 
prices to assume it’ll be the same 
sort of advice based on the same 
employment law, but we were so badly 
burned in the past that it’s made us 
value the quality of the service – not 
regardless of the price as that will 
always matter to anyone in charge of 
budgets – but it’s clear now that going 
for the cheapest option wasn’t what 
was best for us.”

Choice is currently in the process 
of restructuring its internal HR team 
and has, like many, considered the 
option of employing HR managers 
or HR business partners for support 
in-house. However, when it compared 
the depth of expertise that is has on 
the end of the phone with WorkNest 
to the cost of employing somebody 
with that same level of expertise, it 
was immediately clear that WorkNest 
offers a far more cost-effective 
solution without compromising on 
quality of advice.

In addition, with better-quality 
commercial advice, the company no 
longer has to backtrack over certain 
elements of the process and poor 
decisions, freeing up valuable time, 
energy and resources.
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A pragmatic 
approach to risk

One of the fundamental disconnects 
between Choice and its previous 
provider was their view of 
employment law, namely the fact that 
self-insurance model transferred the 
provider’s business risk onto Choice. 
With WorkNest’s independent FCA-
regulated Legal Expenses Insurance, 
Choice can be sure that the advice 
it receives has the company’s best 
interests in mind and is able to take 
the actions it needs to, such as 
dismissing employees for serious 
offences, without worrying about 
not being covered in the event of an 
Employment Tribunal claim.

Jonathan explained: “In a social care 
setting, the headache of things  
going wrong can be enormous, 
especially as everything is transparent 
and reportable. Employment-related 
incidents aren’t just between you,  
an employee and potentially a  
Tribunal panel; they can become  
safeguarding issues.

With this in mind, anyone who is 
weighing up Employment Law 
providers needs to consider how their 
attitude to risk aligns with business 
risks – otherwise you could end up 
with a provider whose process ends 
up costing you time, opportunity and 
money because they are not making 
decisions that align with the risk profile 
of your business.”

“We have found WorkNest (formerly known as Ellis 
Whittam) to be responsive and aligned with our 
business in terms of our processes and expectations. 
Their pragmatic approach has proven to be a great 
fit – nobody wants to be fighting their adviser on basic 
employment decisions.”
Jonathan Green, COO
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Having worked closely with WorkNest for a 
number of years, Choice now benefits from 
a more competent core team who have 
been upskilled to manage lower-level issues 
confidently, with the reassurance that they 
can lean on their WorkNest adviser whenever 
further support is required.

Feedback from the frontline in terms of decision-making processes and the 
quality and clarity of advice has been that staff feel more supported and better 
able to carry out their role thoroughly, professionally and in a timely fashion. Not 
only has WorkNest’s collaborative decision-making approach, sector knowledge 
and legal expertise increased confidence within the senior management team, 
but the insurance element of the service has proven invaluable to Choice.

Jonathan said: “Claims are a fact of life in our sector, but of the small number of 
claims we have had this year – which I suspect were inevitable – all have been 
covered by insurance and are being well managed by WorkNest (formerly known 
as Ellis Whittam) with good prospects of success given the sound advice we 
always receive. We know we’re in safe hands and, most importantly, we’ve been 
able to do the right thing by our business and our people.”

What we achieved 

 Reduced 
administrative burden

 Quicker, more 
commercial, less 
cautious advice 
decisions

 Better protection 
against Employment 
Tribunal claims


